The Tech unchanged from version of 1910

Editor's note: The Tech, yellow right, the opinions of its readers: the facts, in June, 1910, we were far too in point to the problem.

Some good advice was given from the seniors to The Tech daily. It was surprising to find a large majority of the 1910 men who did not even read the paper. C. L. Gilchrist said: "Paper is all right except it well represents the Institute. Criticism of juniors on and he thinks it is all right. He has spelling is poor but otherwise the enough news in it to make it day before. The proof-reader out early in the morning or else spellings. There is about as much articles should be made of more valuable. R. F. Goodwin, Jr., President of Union Entertainment Committee sports, because it is written by men who on athletic contests is poor o'clock. A good deal of the 'dope' "The Tech should come out at 9 "The paper is very good." The large majority of the 1910 men from version 1910 who do not even read the paper. The Tech is a good college paper, very finely managed. That the advertising department is so that the students could see it paper should be out by 9 o'clock that the advertising department was arranged better. The faculty notices and advertising notices should be put under separate headings. The paper should be issued by 12 o'clock at least. Otherwise than the above I think it is very good." V. C. Wrenn thinks that the paper should be out by 9 o'clock so that the students could see it before going to classes. He says that the advertising department is very finely managed.

One prominent senior, who refused to be quoted, said: "The best thing that ever happened to The Tech is the death of the 'Dopezet.'"

If you are interested in math, physics or engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about. It's called the NUPOC-Collegiate Program (NUPOC is short for Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate), and if you qualify it can pay you as much as $611 a month for the remainder of your senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School, you will receive an additional year of advanced technical education, education that would cost thousands in a civilian school, but in the Navy we pay you. And at the end of the year of training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. Only one of every six applicants will be selected, and there are fewer than 300 openings. But those who make it find themselves in one of the most elite engineering training programs anywhere. With unequalled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in four years, plus travel, medical benefits and education opportunities.

For more details on this program, ask your placement officer when a Navy representative will be on campus, or call the Officer Program Office listed below; or send your résumé to Navy Nuclear Officer Program, Code 312, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22203. The NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help you finish college; it can lead to an exciting opportunity. OFFICER PROGRAMS OFFICE, NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT, 67-233-6216.

FREE MOVIES!
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To mention books, plays and records. All you have to do is write about them. For whom? For the Tech Arts Department, of course. To find out more stop by The Tech office W22-483 or call Drew lakeman or Kathy Hardin at x3 547.